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overview
Background
English in job ads in two varieties of Dutch
- why Dutch
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
- data collection
- influential features
- analyses
Results
Conclusion
The Spread of English
MICRO: borrowing
intrusion of English elements
MACRO: ELF
ads written entirely in English
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
English in job ads: why and where?
job ads: limited amount of studies (Van Meurs 2010)
compare: studies on the use of English in product advertising
(popular accounts)
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
qualitative accounts:  communicative tool or cultural symbol?
quantitative accounts:  where do we find most English elements?
Intercultural Perspective?
Question: Intercultural Variation
Are there any differences in the use of English elements in job ads 
depending on the language (variety) the job ad is written in?
Approach: Variational Pragmatics (Schneider & Barron)
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Can we find and explain such differences by looking at the 
combined effect of cultural, contextual and intra-linguistic 
features on language choice?
Case Study: corpus-based account on the use of English 
elements in job ads written in the two national varieties of Dutch
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Double Dutch
Netherlandic Dutch
Belgian Dutch (Flanders)
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Double Dutch
Netherlandic Dutch
Belgian Dutch (Flanders)
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
1 language
2 national varieties
1 or 2 ways of using English elements in job ads?
Differences Linguistic Culture
Degree of foreign influence (Geeraerts 2004)
Belgian Dutch: - ambivalent relationship with French
oil-stain: purist tendency for English
- English L3 in education
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
- no firm position of English??
Netherlandic D: - English L2 in education
- no history of foreign rule
open attitude towards foreign languages
- firm position of English
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Hypotheses. use of English
-more English elements in ND ads
-different  c ntextual use
Difference Foreign Influence
Degree of foreign influence (Geeraerts 2004)
Belgian Dutch: - ambivalent relationship with French
oil-stain: purist tendency for English
- English L3 in education
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
- no firm position of English??
Netherlandic D: - English L2 in education
- no history of foreign rule
open attitude towards foreign languages
- firm position of English
Test
no simple comparison of amount of English
statistical comparison of  contextual and formal locus of English 
elements in both regions
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Data Collection
• 16 622 job ads
• period of 40 years (1970 to 2008)
 asymmetrical collection
JulyApril
1970
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
• 2 magazines: Vacature (BD) and 
Intermediair (ND)
ND BD
1989
2008
Data Collection
JulyApril
1970
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
• focus on overlap BD/ND
• ads where Dutch is matrix language
ND BD
1989
2008
n=13508
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Measuring English
General: Discursive Function Fine-Grained: Job Title
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
English in the job title: Fine-grained method
1. Basic idea: job title = NP
2. Slice up NP in constituent parts
3. For each slot: 
is English used yes or no?
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
4. Do this for all 13 000 titles eng
eng
eng
eng
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1. Basic idea: job title = NP
2. Slice up NP in constituent parts
3. For each slot: 
is English used yes or no?
English in the job title: Fine-grained method
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
4. Do this for all 13 000 titles Together: over 27000 slots(8500 eng – 31%)
what determines the choice for 
English in a given slot?
differences between regions?
(intercultural perspective)
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English in Job Titles
Variational Pragmatics:
CULTURAL
CONTEXTUAL noEng eng eng eng
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INTERNAL
English in Job Titles
Variational Pragmatics:
CULTURAL: BD/ND
CONTEXTUAL noEng eng eng eng
English in the Netherlands: firmer  less 
restricted to certain contexts or positions
smaller impact of variables
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
INTERNAL
English in Job Titles
Variational Pragmatics:
CULTURAL
CONTEXTUAL
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
INTERNAL
Contextual Features
IT company
-Branch of Industry
-Job Content
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government
-HR Agency
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Contextual Features
Information Technology Industry
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Finance Education & 
research
Pharmaceutical Industry Government
Energy & Safety unknown
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Contextual Features
IT job-Branch of Industry
-Job Content
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financial job
-HR Agency
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Contextual Features
Information Technology
Human Resource Management
Sales & Marketing
Financial Jobs
-Branch of Industry
-Job Content
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Technical Jobs
Administration & Communication
Public Sector
(Other)
-HR Agency
-Period
Contextual Features
no
-Branch of Industry
-Job Content
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yes
-HR Agency
-Period
Contextual Features
-Branch of Industry
-Job Content
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-HR Agency
-Period
2005-2008
Contextual Features
1989-1995
1995-2000
-Branch of Industry
-Job Content
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2000-2005
2005-2008
-HR Agency
-Period
English in Job Titles
Variational Pragmatics:
CULTURAL
CONTEXTUAL
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
INTERNAL
Internal Features
-Length of Title
-Semantic Function
4 slots
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
-Grammatical Complexity
-Priming
2 slots
Internal Features
core
personal rank content core- Length of Title
- Semantic Function
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
content
rank
personal
- Grammatical Complexity
- Priming
Internal Features
simplex
compound
smp smp smp smp- Length of Title
- Semantic Function
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
phrasal
- Grammatical Complexity
- Priming
Internal Features
y y y y
y n y
- Length of Title
- Semantic Function
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Influence of on slot on the other?
BINARY
- Grammatical Complexity
- Priming
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 diachronic material
 focus on job title
- influential features  contextual vs. internal
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Results
Conclusion
Statistical Analyses
Logistic regression
respons: “does slot contain English” (binary)
predictors: (A) contextual
(B) internal
Intercultural Variation:
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
- Main effect-model for Netherlandic Dutch
- Main effect-model for Belgian Dutch
Presenting results:
no actual regression output, but graphical representation
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results: how much English is used?
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English slots in Dutch titles
MACRO
ads written entirely in English
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results: contextual & formal locus of English?
BD model ND model
selected all variables all variables
pseudo R² 62,8% 50,2%
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
C 0.92 0.87
correct predictions 89% (vs. 72%) 80% (vs. 60%)
Branch
behaviour of 
reference value
(IT)
behaviour of pharma 
vs. IT
Reading effect
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Branch
ref = IT
“less English than 
reference point”
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
“the further to the 
left, the bigger the 
difference”
Branch
ref = IT
“no significant 
difference”
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Branch
ref = IT
“more English than 
reference point”
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
“the further to the 
right, the bigger the 
difference”
Branch
ref = IT
Compare regions
orange = ND
blue = BD
purple = overlap
Overlap = same
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
No overlap = difference
(note: size conf.int.)
Contextual Features
branch
job content
HR agency
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
diachronic evolution
Branch
ref = IT
BD
ND
IT: most English
Regions: slightly 
bigger effects in BD
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Branch
ref = IT
BD
ND
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
BD
NDJob Content
ref = IT
Two groups:
IT/sales/finance/hr
techn/admin/public
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Regions: very similar
BD
NDHR agency
ref = with HR
More English with 
external agency
Regions: very similar
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
BD
NDDiachronic Evolution
ref = 89-95
BD: growing faster
Trying to catch up?
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
BD
ND
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Conclusion Contextual Features
Contextual locus of English:
recent ads written by HR agencies for modern jobs in Anglo-
Saxon oriented branches of industry
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Intercultural Variation
contextual locus is similar for both regions, but slightly bigger 
effects in Belgian Dutch: English is more tied to the locus
Internal Features
length of the ad
priming
semantic function
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
complexity
BD
NDNr of Slots
ref = “1 slot”
Longer title
 less English
<initatiefrijke> <strategisch> <beleids> <adviseur> <bestuurlijke organisatie> <m/v>
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
complementary 
strategies
BD
ND“Priming”
ref = “yes”
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
“Priming”
note
English anywhere else
 too broad to be called “priming”
Alternatives:
English in core
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
English on the left side
English in deeper down
“Priming”
note
very high correlation between different operationalizations
But
some indications to believe that “core” is main responsible
“primeCORE” explains more variation than “primeL1”, “primeR1” …
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
But
primeCORE was not included in the regression models due to technical problems
BD
NDsemFunc
ref = “core_gen”
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
BD
NDsemFunc: what type of personal info?
personal_traits
personal_other
personal_gender
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
BD
NDComplexity
ref = “simplex”
tiny effect
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
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Conclusion: English in Job Ads
Choice for English: Variational Pragmatics
- differences in linguistic culture 
- impact of contextual parameters
- position and function in NP
Intercultural Pragmatics, Madrid, November 2010
Results:
- more English in ND
- contextual locus: similar for both regions, but BD
link effects found to debate communicative/symbolic?
- within NP: “priming” effect in BD
Future research:
- compare with macro-perspective
- functional analysis of general build-up of function title
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